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Abstract. Cosmic background neutrinos (CνB) helicity composition is different for Dirac
or Majorana neutrinos making detectors based on CνB capture sensitive to the nature of
neutrinos. We calculate, for the first time, the helicity changes of neutrinos crossing dark
matter fields, to quantitatively calculate this effect on the capture rate. We show that a
fraction of neutrinos change their helicity, regardless of them being deflected by a void or a
dark matter halo. The average signal from the 100 most massive voids or halos in a Gpc3

gives a prediction that if neutrinos are Dirac, the density of the CνB background measured
on Earth should be 48 cm−3 for left-helical neutrinos, a decrease of 15% (53.6 cm−3; 5%)
for a halo (void) with respect to the standard calculation without including gravitational
effects due to large scale structures. In terms of the total capture rate in a 100 g tritium
detector, this translates in 4.9+1.1

−0.8 neutrinos per year for the Dirac case, as a function of
the unknown neutrino mass scale, or 8.1 per year if neutrinos are Majorana. Thus although
smaller than the factor two for the non-relativistic case, it is still large enough to be detected
and it highlights the power of future CνB detectors, as an alternative to neutrinoless double
beta decay experiments, to discover the neutrino nature.
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1 Introduction

It is now established, experimentally, that neutrinos undergo flavor oscillations [1]. This
is so if they are massive particles and there is a mixing matrix between the flavor and mass
eigenstates. Because they are neutral and massive fermions, neutrinos could be either Dirac
or Majorana even in the presence of only the standard model couplings. If neutrinos are Ma-
jorana, then they violate lepton number and have only two degrees of freedom, distinguished
by helicity, for each flavor. Dirac neutrinos have four degrees of freedom for each flavor as all
other fermions.

One of the most pressing open questions in physics is to discover if the neutrino is its own
anti-particle. The most natural path to discover this is via the presence of neutrinoless double
beta decay (which is only possible if the neutrinos are Majorana)[2, 3]; several experimental
efforts around the world, placed in underground laboratories, are trying to detect this signal
[4]. However, if the total mass of neutrinos is as small as cosmology suggests (< 0.1 eV [5, 6]),
then the required size of the detector will be ∼1-10 tons of the double beta decay isotope,
which will be challenging. It is therefore interesting to explore other experimental signatures
to detect the physical nature of neutrinos.

A promising avenue is the possibility to explore signatures in the sky for processes which
count differently Dirac and Majorana neutrinos and therefore would show that the measure-
ment of the cosmic neutrino background (CνB) is sensitive to the nature of neutrinos [7].
There is currently an important ongoing experimental effort to detect the CνB [8] which will
eventually measure and characterize this background. Using this signal and the clustering
of dark matter in the sky, we calculate an observational signature that can lead to an astro-
physical track of lepton number violation. In particular, under gravity, the deflection angle of
neutrinos falling into a gravitational potential modifies the helicity content of Dirac neutrinos
in amounts that can not match the helicity content of Majorana neutrinos.

To compute the expected signal-to-noise in the sky we use high-resolution numerical
simulations of large scale structure formation that include cold dark matter and massive
neutrinos. We demonstrate that indeed the neutrinos velocity field is locally deflected over
time. We translate this signature to the number density of neutrino states that would be
detected in a cosmic neutrino detector, revealing the physical nature of the neutrino particle.
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We update the calculations in [7] to compute the capture rate in tritium detectors with
the new calculated number density distribution of helicity states, also taking into account
the impact of the unkown neutrino mass scale [9] in normal hierarchy [10] and gravitation
clustering.

2 Method

2.1 Cosmic neutrino background. Helicity composition.

In the hot, dense conditions of the early Universe, neutrinos are in thermal equilibrium
with the rest of particles in the plasma. At the time of freeze-out, the neutrino scattering
rate drops below the Hubble expansion rate and relativistic neutrinos free stream with a
frozen Fermi-Dirac distribution. After this time, neutrino energy and density redshift and
the neutrino content decoheres in mass eigenstates. This implies that the content of neutrinos
can be predicted with independence of the initial conditions in the Standard model of particle
physics and cosmology. At late times, neutrinos (at least two of them) become non relativistic
and gravity of large scale structures modifies the distribution of neutrinos.

We will briefly discuss now the helicity content of neutrinos when they become non
relativistic. Further details can be found in [7]

If neutrinos are Dirac particles, then they have four degrees of freedom per generation,
which are commonly labelled as: νL left-handed active neutrino; ν̄R right-handed active
anti-neutrino; νR right-handed sterile neutrino; ν̄L left-handed sterile anti-neutrino. Dirac
neutrinos are distinguished by their lepton number, which is a conserved quantity. The states
νL and ν̄R are active in the sense that they interact via the weak interaction. The states
νR and ν̄L are sterile in the sense that they interact only via the Higgs boson, i.e., the mass
term. Weak interactions modify only the amount of active states in the early Universe, which
acquire the abundance nν(z), while sterile neutrinos cannot achieve thermal equilibrium with
the standard model (SM). For the Dirac case, the expected spin state abundances of the
cosmic relic neutrinos are n(νL) = n(ν̄R) = nν(z) and n(νR) = n(ν̄L) ≈ 0. In a CνB detector
sensitive to only neutrinos, one of the four states will be counted.

If neutrinos are Majorana particles, lepton number is not conserved, and there is no quan-
tum number that distinguishes neutrino from anti-neutrino in the non-relativistic limit. The
degrees of freedom are commonly labelled as νL left-handed active neutrino; νR right-handed
active neutrino; NR right-handed sterile neutrino; NL left-handed sterile anti-neutrino. The
active neutrinos interact weakly, and both the left- and right-handed states are populated at
freeze-out. The sterile neutrinos interact only through the Higgs boson, but now they are
expected to be much heavier than even the electroweak scale. As such, they will decay into
a Higgs boson and a lepton, and their relic abundance today is zero. For the Majorana case,
the expected spin state abundances of the cosmic relic neutrinos are: n(νL) = n(νR) = nν(z);
n(NR) = n(NL) = 0.

After cooling of neutrinos to the non-relativistic regime, helicity and chirality states do
not coincide. Then the abundances today would be, for Dirac neutrinos: n(νhL) = n(ν̄hR) =
n0; n(νhR) = n(ν̄hL) ≈ 0, and for Majorana neutrinos: n(νhL) = n(νhR) = n0; n(NhR) =
n(NhL) = 0, where n0 = 56 cm−3 and n(νhL) is the number density of negative helicity
neutrinos, n(νhR) is the number density of positive helicity neutrinos, and so on. The total
abundance is the same, 6n0, in both cases. However, the CνB contains both left- and right-
helical active neutrinos in the Majorana case, but only left-helical active neutrinos in the
Dirac case.
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If the neutrinos are not exactly free streaming, due to gravitational clustering, but
instead they interact, then the helicity can be flipped. This leads to a redistribution of the
abundances in the Dirac case, n(νhL) < n0 and n(νhR) > 0 ( n(ν̄hR) < n0 and n(ν̄hL) > 0),
but no change in the Majorana case since originally n(νhL) = n(νhR).

2.2 Neutrino capture cross-section for a Tritium detector

CνB neutrinos can be detected by capture processes in a nucleus. In this section we
calculate the rate of CνB capture in tritium without averaging over neutrinos spin as to work
out the dependence on the incident neutrino helicity, although we assume non-polarization
for the electron detection and nuclei. The process is the following

νj + 3H −→ 3He + e− (2.1)

where the incident neutrino is taken to be in a mass eigenstate νj . Due to the low energies
involved in the process (2.1), we can safely work in the four-fermions interaction approxima-
tion,

νj

~qνj

e−

3He~pHe

~pe

3H

θ

Figure 1: Kinematics in the rest frame of tritium.

In the rest frame of tritium and taking into account that pνj = O(meV), the momentum
of the outgoing electron is approximately,

pe '

√
(MH +mj)

4 +
(
m2
e −M2

He
)2 − 2 (MH +mj)

2 (m2
e +M2

He
)

2 (MH +mj)
(2.2)

In this scheme, we calculate the differential cross section not averaged over the incident
neutrino spin because depending on which case (Dirac or Majorana) we work, the detector
is only sensitive to left-handed neutrinos (Dirac) or both left- and right-handed neutrinos
(Majorana). The differential cross section for a given helicity and mass eigenstates is

dσj(sν , qν)

d cos θ
vνj =

G2
F |Vud|2|Uej |2

4π
peEe F (Z,Ee)×[(

〈fF 〉2 + (gA/gV )2〈gGT 〉2
)
A(sν) +

(
〈fF 〉2 −

1

3
(gA/gV )2〈gGT 〉2

)
B(sν)ve cos(θ)

] (2.3)

where
A(sν) = 1− 2 sνvνj

B(sν) = vνj − 2 sν

For left-handed neutrinos, sν = −1/2 and for right-handed, sν = 1/2. In (2.3), GF is
the weak coupling constant and Vud = cos θc is an element of the CKM matrix where θc is the
Cabibbo angle [1]. It is worth nothing that the process is only sensitive to electron neutrinos,
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that is why we find the PMNS matrix element Uej in (2.3). pe (Ee) is the outgoing electron
momentum (total energy), F (Z, pe) is the Fermi function where Z is the number of protons
of the daughter nucleus, i.e. 3He, and 〈fF 〉2 ≈ 0.999 and 〈gGT 〉2 ≈ 2.720 [11, 12] are nuclear
matrix elements that quantify the probability of finding a neutron in the 3H, on which the
neutrino can scatter, and a proton in the 3He. Finally, the ratio of the axial vector (gA) and
the vector (gV ) coupling constants is taken to be 1.27641 [13] and θ is the angle between the
incident neutrino and the outgoing electron, as shown in Figure 1.

The momentum of the incident neutrinos follows a Fermi-Dirac distribution characterized
by the CνB temperature (Tν = 1.95K). Using this and integrating against the scattering angle,
one obtains the total capture cross section multiplied by the neutrino velocity, which is the
quantity relevant for the capture rate:

σj(sν) vνj =
1

n0

4π

(2π)3

∫ ∞
0

dqν
q2ν

1 + exp(qν/Tν)

∫ 1

−1

dσj(sν , qν)

d cos θ
vνj d cos θ (2.5)

After integrating over θ the cross section depends only on A(sν) and no longer on B(sν).
The differences in the cross section between the three neutrinos mass eigenstates arise from
this term, A(sν). As we will see below, the more non-relativistic the neutrino is, the less
velocity it has and, for left-handed, less capture cross section we get. And the other way
around for right-handed neutrinos. See second and third columns in Tabla 1.

σj(sν) vνj =
1

n0

4π

(2π)3
G2
F |Vud|2|Uej |2

2π
×∫ ∞

0
dqν

q2ν
1 + exp(qν/Tν)

peEe F (Z,Ee)
[
〈fF 〉2 + (gA/gV )2〈gGT 〉2

]
A(sν)

= |Uej |2
∫ ∞
0

dqν σ̄(qν)A(sν) = |Uej |2
∫ ∞
0

dqν σ̄(qν) (1− 2 sνvνj )

(2.6)

where σ̄(qν) is independent of the helicity and also, approximately, of the neutrino mass.
In (2.5) we have computed the total capture cross section for a given neutrino mass

and helicity eigenstates. Calculating the capture rate requires summing over the six possible
initial states (j = 1, 2, 3 and sν = ±1/2) weighted by the appropriate flux:

ΓCνB =
∑
j

[
σj(sν = −1/2)vνjnj(νhL) + σj(sν = +1/2)vνjnj(νhR)

]
NT (2.7)

where NT is the number of targets (100g tritium in this case). If we use the fact that different
neutrinos mass eigenstates are equally populated, then

ΓCνB =


∑

j

σj(sν = −1/2)vνj

n(νhL) +

∑
j

σj(sν = +1/2)vνj

n(νhR)

NT (2.8)

As we have said before, if neutrinos are Dirac particles, in the absence of velocity deflection,
we have n(νhL) = n0 and n(νhR) = 0, where n0 = 56 cm−3; whereas for the Majorana case,
n(νhL) = n(νhR) = n0. The prediction of capture rates is modified in the realistic case of
neutrino deflection by the gravitational potential.
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To illustrate the dependence on the neutrinos masses, we have calculated the capture
rate for three different sets of neutrino masses, all of them in the normal [10] ordering (m1 <
m2 < m3) and constrained by these relations

δm2 = m2
2 −m2

1 = 7.5× 10−5 eV2 (2.9a)

∆m2 = |m2
3 − (m2

2 +m2
1)/2| = 2.5× 10−3 eV2 (2.9b)

m1 +m2 +m3 < 0.20 eV (2.9c)

Table 1 shows the results of the total cross section multiplied by the neutrino velocity for left-
and right-handed neutrinos. It also shows the results of the capture rate on 100g of tritium
for the Dirac and Majorana cases. For the three sets of masses, the mass m3 is always non-
relativistic while m2 and m1 go from non-relativistic to relativistic. The capture rate for the
Dirac case increases as the masses decrease whereas for the Majorana case is the same for all
sets of masses because the process does not distinguish between neutrinos or anti-neutrinos,
even though the capture is only available for neutrinos. We will adopt as our fiducial case the
one in the second group cell from the top. In the first group all neutrinos are non-relativistic.
The other cases illustrate the capture rate dependence on the lightest neutrino mass. The
table also shows the individual contributions for the different neutrino mass states. The
possibility to identify separately the different contributions depends on the detector energy
resolution achieved. A more detailed discussion on the experimental resolution achievable
and its phenomenological implications can be found on [8, 14].

Neutrinos masses
∑

j σj(left) · vνj
∑

j σj(right) · vνj
no LSS LSS

ΓDCνB ΓMCνB ΓDCνB ΓMCνB
[×10−45 cm2] [×10−45 cm2] [yr−1] [yr−1] [yr−1] [yr−1]

m1 = 4.86 · 10−2eV 2.5908 2.5349 2.76 5.46 2.75 5.46
m2 = 4.95 · 10−2eV 1.1626 1.1379 1.24 2.45 1.23 2.45
m3 = 7.00 · 10−2eV 0.0858 0.0845 0.09 0.18 0.09 0.18

TOTAL 3.8391 3.7573 4.09 8.09 4.08 8.09
m1 = 1 · 10−3eV 3.6799 1.4458 3.92 5.46 3.56 5.46
m2 = 8 · 10−3eV 1.2261 1.0745 1.31 2.45 1.28 2.45
m3 = 5 · 10−2eV 0.0860 0.0842 0.09 0.18 0.09 0.18

TOTAL 4.9920 2.6045 5.32 8.09 4.94 8.09
m1 = 1 · 10−4eV 5.0150 1.1069 5.34 5.46 4.56 5.46
m2 = 8 · 10−3eV 1.2261 1.0745 1.31 2.45 1.28 2.45
m3 = 5 · 10−2eV 0.0860 0.0842 0.09 0.18 0.09 0.18

TOTAL 6.3271 1.2694 6.74 8.09 5.93 8.09

Table 1: Summary of cross section and capture rate results. No LSS refers to the standard
case when gravitational deflection by cosmological large scale structures is not taken into ac-
count and therefore n(νhL) = 56 cm−3. LSS is the case when gravitational deflection by large
scale structures is included (computed in this work) and therefore n(νhL) = 48 cm−3. Our
reference case is the one shown in the second cell from the top, as suggested by cosmology [6].

We have anticipated the result of the cosmological Large Scale Structure (LSS) as com-
puted in the following sections to show the final observable capture rates.

Even though pe (Ee) depends on the mass of the neutrino, the dependence is so small
that it is not evident in the capture rate. Capture cross section real dependence on the
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neutrino mass is inside the A(sν) factor, because of the neutrino velocity (2.6). When we
sum left and right contributions, neutrino velocity terms cancel and the cross section become
effectively independent of the neutrino mass; that is why we get the same total capture rate
for the Majorana case for all masses sets, because it is in this case when both left- and right-
handed neutrinos have the same density so we sum directly left- and right-cross section and
lose the mass dependence (2.8).

2.3 Neutrino Deflection in a Gravitational Potential

Neutrinos travelling through a gravitational potential will be deflected. This is not the
case for their spin. Therefore, gravity has an impact on helicity, the projected spin onto
the direction of movement. The clustering of neutrinos within the cold dark matter haloes,
i..e, the imprint of large scale structures on neutrinos, has been calculated in multiple semi-
analytic and numerical simulations. The neutrino density and peculiar velocity fields have
been calculated inside and in the outskirsts of virialized halos, characterizing the neutrino
density profiles and the perturbed Fermi-Dirac distribution of neutrino velocities [15].

We focus here on an unexploited observable of the neutrino field, the change of direction
of the neutrino field since the creation of the halo, which in fact, may lead to a larger signature
than previously studied neutrino contributions to the dark matter field. We will calculate
numerically this observable and explore the potential to observe it in upcoming and future
astronomical surveys. This signature modifies the helicity content of neutrinos and therefore
would have an impact on the signal observed in a future CνB detector. This is the signature
we exploit and that we aim at measuring in the lab by exploiting this signal imprinted in the
sky.

As it has been calculated in the last section, the capture rate in a tritium-based detector
depends on the neutrino polarized cross section, densities of left- and right-helical neutrinos
and the number of targets in the detector (2.8). For our fiducial case, in the absence of
velocity deflection, for the Dirac case, when n(νhL) = n0 and n(νhR) = 0, the capture rate
expected is 5.32 yr−1. Alternatively, for the Majorana case, when n(νhL) = n(νhR) = n0, the
capture rate increases to 8.09 yr−1. That is an increase of 54%. The prediction is modified in
the realistic case of neutrino deflection by the gravitational potential, as we will demonstrate
in the following sections. Gravity changes left-handed neutrinos into right-handed neutrinos;
as now n(νhR) 6= 0, the right-handed contribution to the capture rate becomes non-zero in the
Dirac case. For non-relativistic neutrinos this effect is very small because left-polarized cross
section and right-polarized cross section are almost the same, see second and third columns in
Table 1 for ν3 neutrinos. Instead, for relativistic neutrinos (ν1), the change from left-handed
to right-handed makes an appreciable effect in the capture rate because the cross section for
right-handed relativistic neutrinos is smaller than the cross section for left-handed relativistic
neutrinos reducing the total capture rate in the case of velocity deflection by gravity. In our
reference case the Dirac capture rate is reduced by gravity from 5.32 to 4.94 yr−1. On the
other hand, for the Majorana case, we get the same result because neutrino deflection by
gravity is the same for left- and right-helical neutrinos so there is not change in the respective
densities.

3 Numerical Simulations and Software

We want to investigate the change in the velocity field from the moment neutrinos
become non-relativistic to z = 0 in both halos and voids, at least in the ideal case of a
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Figure 2: Central section (thickness ∆z = 0.047 Mpc/h) of a 3 Mpc/h side box enclosing
the center of one halo (left column) and one void (right column) found in the dark matter
plus neutrinos simulation at redshift zero. The top row shows the neutrinos number count
in the 64 x 64 pixels, each of volume Vp = 0.0473 (Mpc/h)3. The bottom row shows the
projected 2D average velocities for the same pixels. The color bar reports the 3D velocities
magnitude.
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Figure 3: Average neutrino velocity field as a function of distance from the halo (void)
center obtained from the 100 heaviest halos (largest voids) at redshift zero. The error bars
are relative to the mean signal and therefore correspond to the standard distribution divided
by the square root of the number of averaged halos (voids). While in voids the average neutrino
velocity does not significantly vary, there is an evident decrease in 〈~Vν〉 when moving away
from the halos centres.

numerical simulation. To investigate this possibility, we use the N-body simulations from the
Quijote suite [16]. The simulations follow the gravitational evolution of 5123 dark matter
particles, in a periodic cubic box with co-moving size L = 1h−1Gpc. The initial conditions
for the simulations were generated at z = 127 using 2LPT [17–19], and we concentrate on
one realisation’s two different snapshots at redshifts z = 0 and z = 3; the latter is the highest
redshift output available and we use it as a good approximation to when neutrinos become
non-relativistic as dark matter structure has grown very little between the redhsift at which
neutrinos become non-relativistic and z = 3.

The underlying cosmology of the Quijote simulations is a flat ΛCDM model (consistent
with the Planck satellite CMB analysis [5]). In particular, the matter and baryon density
parameters are Ωm = 0.3175, Ωb = 0.049, and the dark energy equation of state parameter
is w = −1; the reduced Hubble parameter is h = 0.6711, the dark matter fluctuations
normalisation parameter is σ8 = 0.834, the scalar spectral index is ns = 0.9624.

Given our purpose to study the deflection angle of the neutrinos velocity field during
a redshift interval, we focus on one of the simulations having massive neutrinos, labelled
"Mnu-p" and corresponding to a sum of neutrino masses Mν = 0.1 eV 1. Each simulation of
the Quijote suite has both catalogues for the halos and voids, for details on how these are
found see [16]. These numerical simulations treat neutrinos as particles thus their velocities

1While the capture rates in Table 1 are dominated by less massive neutrinos, this simulation illustrates the
effect of deflection for the lower velocity neutrinos, which will be similar for the lower mass case.
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are meaningful.
To measure neutrinos density and velocity fields we use the public DTFE code [20]

based on Delaunay tessellation for field reconstruction [21]. This method allows switching
from discrete samples/measurements to values on a periodic grid maximising the extraction
of the information contained in the particle distribution. One of the advantages of this
approach is that the derived quantities are volume- and not mass-weighted. This facilitates
the comparison with theoretical/analytical quantities which are usually volume-weighted.

4 Halos and Voids: a clear signature

In Figure 2 the derived density and velocity fields using the DTFE code described in
Section 3 are shown in two cases: one halo (left column) and one void (right column). In
particular, the cubic box of side 3 Mpc/h is centered at the halo and void respective positions
given by the Quijote catalogues. The top row displays the number count of neutrinos in the
box’s central 2D section made of 64 x 64 pixels of volume Vp = 0.0473 (Mpc/h)3. In the
bottom row we show for the two cases the 2D projected neutrinos average velocities in each
pixel, with the respective color-maps describing the 3D vectors’ magnitude.

Figure 2 acts as an illustrative example to visualise the observed quantities in the single
case of one halo and one void at redshift zero and to highlight the fact that neutrinos will
be deflected by the gravitational field. In order to quantify the gravitational effect on the
neutrinos velocity field ~Vν , we measure the velocity field around 100 of the most massive halos
and inside 100 of the largest voids present in the dark matter simulation. Then we compute
the neutrinos average velocity absolute value as a function of the distance from the center of
each box. The average signal for both halos and voids is shown in Figure 3. The error bars
are given by the standard deviation divided by the square root of the number of considered
halos (voids), corresponding to the volume of 100 boxes. The decrease of 〈~Vν〉 as the distance
from the halo’s center becomes larger, is a clear signature of the halo’s gravitational field.
Indeed 〈~Vν〉 remains approximately constant as one moves away from the center of the void.
The figure show that the velocity field is stronger closer to the center of a halo.

Given this signature, we can now compute the signal of interest to us, namely: how
much the deflection angle for the neutrino changes from the moment the halos/voids just
started to collapse, i.e. when the fluctuation is still linear until it is fully virialised. To do
this, we compute the cosine of the absolute value of the angle between the neutrino velocity
at redshift z = 3 (first output in Quijote simulations) and z = 0 for each individual neutrino.

Fig. 4 shows the number of neutrinos for each corresponding angle change of velocity
between different redshifts for the whole simulation box. We observe two facts: as expected,
since the majority of the Universe is empty, most neutrinos suffer no deflection (cos = 1). The
number of deflected neutrinos by gravity grows as non-linear structures grow via gravitational
instability.

We can now focus more closely on the non-linear structures. Using the halo and void
catalogues described in the previous section, we produce averages of the deviation angle
between z = 3 and z = 0 for the most massive 100 halos and voids. The distribution of
deviation angles is shown in Fig. 5. In this figure we have integrated up to a radius of 1
Mpc. As expected, the relative number of neutrinos that get deflected to those that are not
has increased compared to the whole box. There is a difference between halo and voids, with
voids producing less deflection as expected.
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Figure 4: The panels show the number of neutrinos in the whole simulation box as a
function of the cosine of the angle between initial and final velocities of each neutrino for
different redshift slices. As expected, the number of neutrinos with deflections different from
zero grows as non-linear structures develop.

Fig. 5 is our main result. If neutrinos are Dirac we know that the density of neutrinos on
Earth, with potential to be captured by weak interations should be 56 cm−3 in the absence
of any gravitational effect. The expectation is that this number should be 113 cm−3 for
Majorana neutrinos. Using numerical simulations we have shown that for Dirac neutrinos
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Figure 5: Top row: neutrino number as a function of deflection angle when averaging the
most massive 100 halos and voids in the simulation box. We have integrated in both cases
up to 1 Mpc in radius. Bottom row: normalised cumulative sum. As expected, there is a
tendency for the deflection to be less significant in voids than halos.

there is a change in their density composition on Earth. This factor is in the range 1.05−1.15
(for voids and halos respectively). So non-linear structures help distinguish the signal between
Dirac and Majorana if they are relativistic as they reduce the Dirac signal.

To illustrate this we also show the redshift evolution of the cosine between neutrino
velocity fields in Figure 4. Note how as non-linear structure develops, the value of the cosine
decreases (i.e. the angle increases).

We can now compute, from Fig. 5, the decrease in the number of left-helical neutrinos
expected, if they are Dirac, from their deflection angle, by simply using quantum mechanics
probability rule for the change of helicity as

n(νhL)Dirac = 56cm−3

[
1−

π∑
0

[sin2(
θ

2
) ∗ weight(θ)]/

∑
(weight(θ))

]
(4.1)

where weight(θ) is the number of neutrinos for a given angle. As anticipated above this gives
a reduction factor 1.05− 1.15 which corresponds to densities of 54 and 48 cm−3 for voids and
halos, respectively. As expected, the deflection in a void is less pronounced than in a halo.
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While the Milky Way is in the center of a relatively empty void, it is its massive dark
matter halo and that of Andromeda (both are ∼ 1012 M�) that will contribute most to the
final neutrino velocity deflection. Recall that the Universe is mostly empty and non-linear
structures occupy a small volume. Thus a neutrino will most likely be deflected by just one
non-linear structure. The signal on Earth should be n(νhL) = 48 cm−3 and n(νhR) = 8 cm−3

if neutrinos are Dirac. This has to be compared to n(νhL) = n(νhL) = 56 cm−3 if neutrinos
are Majorana. A 5σ detection of the CνB at this level should be possible if a CνB experiment
has a resolution of better than 13 neutrinos per cm3 (or better than one neutrino per year if
one considers the capture rate from Table.1) and will provide a proof of the Majorana nature
of neutrinos. Note that the effect of gravity is to help widen the difference between the two
cases, specially as more relativistic the neutrino is.

5 Conclusions

At present time, ground based prototype experiments are being constructed to measure
and characterise the CνB. This will open a window to when the Universe was just one second
old, much earlier than what has been currently explored by the cosmic microwave background.

Here we have proposed, and computed for the first time, a physical effect that should be
included in the CνB flux estimate of weakly interacting neutrinos. Because the Universe is
clustered and non-linear gravitational structures exist in the form of galaxy clusters and voids,
neutrinos will suffer a deflection angle in their passage through the gravitational potential.
Gravity produces a change in the helicity content of the CνB that modifies the prediction in
case neutrinos are Dirac fermions.

We have used numerical simulations from the Quijote suite [16] to show that the grav-
itational deflection imprinted on the neutrinos velocity field by massive halos/galaxies is
detectable. This is reported in Fig. 5 where the distribution of the average cosine between
the neutrino velocity fields at z = 0 and z = 3 is shown for halos and voids. This is the signal
we propose to be used in ground based CνB laboratories.

We have shown that on Earth the effect, using the average signal of 100 halos, is a
decrease on the left-handed neutrinos interacting with the detector of 48 cm−3 instead of 56
in the Dirac case: a 15% decrease. This increases the difference with the case of Majorana
neutrinos for which we expect 113 cm−3 (56 cm−3 for both left- and right-helical neutrinos).
We verified the robustness of the result with respect to variations in the LSS environment,
halos and voids, and with respect of the redshift at which neutrinos become non-relativistic.

We have made a precise prediction of what experiments like Ptolemy would measure.
The difference of rate observed in for Majorana and Dirac neutrinos depends on the mass
scale. Within the current cosmological bound and the evidence of normal hierarchy [10], the
rate of Dirac neutrinos capture in a 100 g tritium detector is 4.9+1.1

−0.8 neutrinos per year, which
ranges from 0.50 to 0.74 times the rate of Majorana neutrino capture, 8.1 captures per year
independently of the helicity composition and mass scale. Other gravitational affects, like
neutrino clustering [22, 23], have not been discussed here; these, using the scaling formulas
in [22, 23] will lead to an enhancement of 10% for both the Dirac and Majorana cases of the
neutrino capture rate given the current bounds on the neutrino mass scale [6]. In an upcoming
publication we will show the exact deflection calculation for the solar environment using a
constrained simulation of the Milky Way for light neutrinos (< 0.001 eV). In summary, if
CνB can be detected at 5σ, we conclude that the experiment would distinguish the nature of
neutrinos at the 3σ level.
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